
CHART FOR JOHN BERGER

John Berger, English artist and writer. that all other natal aspects must be taken into account when analyzing a chart,
and there could be offsetting aspects.

The two, friends for decades, share a similar way of interrogating the world, of seeing and sensing and
wanting to boil everything down to its essence. Losses through sudden and unexpected circumstances. Their
kinship is a natural one, and their shared birthday, November 5th, Guy Fawkes Day, seems almost too
cinematically symbolic. It denotes sudden and unfortunate events which upset prearranged affairs, reversal of
plans and changes in objective. Like the man himself, the films transport the viewer through the material
world using vivid imagery, memory, history, words, big ideas and politics. Unconventional; liable to hasty,
impulsive marriage leading to divorce. The films succeed because they translate the fullness of the man
himself. Sometimes violent or revolutionary, seeking to throw off all bonds of limitation, restraint, custom and
conventionality. The mid is imaginative, curious, alert and hastily influenced by unrestrained feelings, which
make the native liable to be led astray; troubles by broken promises and scandal; separations, estrangements
and difficulty with friends. At times the social popularity or standing will be adversely affected; danger
through dishonesty or loss; opposition through friends or jealousy, separation and enmity. For many Britons of
a certain age, John Berger literally changed the way they saw the world. Danger of imprisonment and liability
to violence, accidents, wounds and trouble through firearms, explosions, lightning, fire, wrecks, machinery,
vehicles of transportation and electrical devices. These serve as the most touching portraits of him and his
deeply humanistic conceptions of the world. Mr Berger adapted and developed the segments into a book
which became similarly seminal. Prior to this, leading British critics held up art as an elite object for worship,
appraised for quality and attribution, with the Old Masters viewed as demigods. An unfortunate aspect for
affairs ruled by the signs and hoses occupied. Mr Berger retorts perhaps we are experiencing a poverty of
imagination about the stories we can conjure. If Venus or Mars were in a water sign, the tendency is to gratify
the tastes and pleasurable emotions in dissipating habits. The other two film essays offer more direct
reflections on politics, and his writings on animals. An unfortunate aspect for matters connected with the
opposite sex. Trouble through marriage and partnerships. He also, importantly, was one of the first art critics
to speak about the male gaze and the depiction of women in art. Loss through unreliable friends, associates or
partners, and through risky ventures. The whimsy of adding the old songs may also gloss over the divisiveness
he has inspired, especially in his earlier days. Mr Berger collapsed the space between the viewer and the art,
between high culture and low, placing art within the material world of consumerism and class. Loss through
over-liberal tendencies or carelessness and extravagance; also through fires, partnerships and too freely
entering business or speculative enterprises.


